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FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER
Hello Toastmasters,

NEWSLETTER

I am glad and equally enthusiastic in presenting you the next edition of the Speaker’s Digest

Firstly, I would like to thank our VP-PR, TM Arun for giving me this wonderful opportunity. When I
was asked to take up this role, I was reluctant at first but then decided to grab the opportunity. Had
I not taken up the risk of fetching this role I would have definitely missed venturing out on many
important aspects. To name a few, this role has made me to learn how to manage time, organize
things, co-ordination, team building and lot more.
Big thanks to my co-editor TM Pravin Kothari who gladly joined me in the making of this newsletter
and with whom I enjoyed collaborating. I thank him for the immense support, help, creative ideas
and most importantly for his friendship.
Recently, I came across this Forbes article on Ritesh Agarwal, C.E.O
& founder of OYO Rooms. His success story startled me. From
selling SIM cards at the age of 13 to setting up his own company at
18, he surely has come a long way in a short span. In an interview
with Forbes he said that he was never afraid to take risk and was
willing to go bankrupt for its cause, keeping in mind that he had three
siblings to take care of his parents.
All the investment and funding, OYO has commanded is a visual
treat for a finance aficionado. From a single hotel in 2013 to more
than 7000 hotels across the country in 2017 is no simple feat. This
aided in OYO Rooms becoming largest branded network for budget
hotels.
“No idea is big or small. It is the trust on the idea which defines its
fate”
Had Ritesh Agarwal did not take up the risk of venturing his own startup; you and I wouldn’t have
had a comfortable stay at a budgetary cost in one of his OYO rooms and yet he owns none. Such is
the beauty of business these days.
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As many point out, it is true that nine out of every ten startup fails. But there is nothing wrong in
failing. Failure makes you wise. Failure is a bruise and not a tattoo. One should be proud that they
gave a damn to their aspirations CLUB
and dreams.
For mostCLUB
of us it is still
a test from hell.
NAME,
NUMBER
This story perfectly sums up the idea behind choosing our newsletter theme- “Nothing Ventured,
Nothing Gained”.

NEWSLETTER

I am extremely astonished and overwhelmed with the support I received from all the members to
make this newsletter happen. I thank all of the contributors for their time and excellent
contributions.
I would also like to appreciate all the first time contributors for moving out of your comfort zone and
taking up the risk of writing an article. Hope it was a good venture for all of you.
I hope you enjoy going through the newsletter and we will be glad if you can send us your opinions
and suggestions to improve it further.
“Only those who will risk going too far can possibly find out how far it is possible to go.” —
T.S. Eliot

Regards
TM Swati Mundel
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Dear Toastmasters,
My journey with this Newsletter has been a great learning experience.
CLUB
NAME,
CLUB
It is like
a ship where
you head
to sail.NUMBER
I want to thank the President, Mr
Shriram Sridhar and the VP-PR Arun kumar for giving me this chance
to take off.

NEWSLETTER

Any ship requires a Captain who drives the team and I had an able one
who was there during the storms, heavy winds and who worked under
the midnight oil to keep the ship sailing. A big shout out to TM Swati
Mundel.
I thank every member of CSF as well.
Happy Reading!!!

Regards
TM Pravin Kothari
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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

CLUB
NAME,
CLUB
NUMBER
It is indeed a pleasure reaching out
to you all
through our
Club Newsletter.
First of all, I would like to
congratulate our editorial team- TM Pravin Kothari and TM Swati for showing their interest and taking
the initiative as our Newsletter Editors. I wish them great success and I’m sure that this edition of
newsletter will be one of a kind.

NEWSLETTER

So far it has been 3 months of fabulous journey as the
president of Chennai Speakers Forum. Looking back
where our club was at the start of this year and where
our club has moved today, I want to express my
sincere gratitude to our previous ExComm for rebuilding the quality, energy and enthusiasm which our
club has always been known for. As a member of the
current ExComm, it is my duty as well as my team’s
duty to raise the standard to a further new level. In this
column, I would like to share the mission and vision of
our current ExComm.
Grooming our members:
We as a team would like to groom new people, to
make them accomplished speakers and leaders. This
is not something that we have initiated recently but the
foundation was set long ago and today we have an
ExComm where most of them being fresher and few
months old being a Toastmaster.
Giving Opportunities:
We want to give more and more opportunities to the new members of our club, we have already
begun it. We had our club contest which was conducted effectively by very new set of people and
our current newsletter team which again consists of new members. At this point, I want to tell you all
one thing- Toastmasters is an ocean of opportunities, you get whatever you want if you have the
self- interest to do it
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and nobody here will deny your opportunity citing your lack of experience or other skills. So, fellow
members of CSF- our team is ready to serve you and we will give you ample of opportunities at
CLUBin NUMBER
every level of Toastmasters if youCLUB
have theNAME,
desire and interest
you.
Making them comfortable on stage:

NEWSLETTER

Making people feel comfortable on the stage is one of important principles of Toastmasters.
Members and guests feeling hysterical when their names are being called during TableTopics are
quite natural. It is each one of our responsibility to make a speaker feel comfortable on stage. We
want to create a CSF that adheres truly to the mission of Toastmasters- To create a positive and a
supportive learning environment. We can do this by bringing a little smile on our face whenever our
member or any guest gets on to the stage and by doing that we can eliminate the stage fright out of
them and they will also feel more confident on the stage.
Creating Champions and Leaders:
Creating champions and leaders is one of our visions. We want CSF’s name to shine in every Area,
Division and District level contests and events. I firmly believe every member of our club has the
potential to reach there. We want to train every one of our member so that they excel and shine as
a speaker and as a leader.
Finally creating a bond among our members is very important. We want to create a family called
Chennai Speakers Forum and I believe that this Newsletter will create such a kind of bonding among
ourselves to get to know each other’s thoughts and interests. I’m sure you will enjoy reading this
Newsletter and I wish you all a happy reading!!!

Regards
Shriram Sridhar
(President, Chennai Speakers Forum)
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AREA DIRECTOR’S ADDRESS

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

The first ever meeting of Chennai Speakers Forum I attended as an Area Director gave me over
whelming joy since visiting my home club as an Area Director has always has its own part of Pride
similar to the saying “Nothing ventured nothing gained”.

NEWSLETTER

Like the parents, who take care of their new born, my special
thanks are to the members and Executive committee of CSF, who
takes care of the club very well.
The contribution the club members make by taking various roles
outside the club is great. Thanks for their efforts in making our Area
and Division contest successful.
The club never misses any deadlines given by our District, which
makes my job much easier. The most remarkable achievements so
far by the club are:
·

First club in our Area to add 15 new members

·

Achieved “SMEDLEY AWARD” for the term 2017-18

·

OTP Co-Chair was from CSF (Rajesh Velpandian)

·

Humorous Speech contestant representing our Division is from CSF

·

6 DCPs and counting (in just 3 months)

·

First Triple Crown award of District 82 is from CSF (Karthikeyan Arumugam)

My wishes to the club on hosting its 275th meeting soon, and all the best for many more
Achievements and Milestone meeting to come

Regards
Manoj Kumar Alagumalai
(Area Director)
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DIVISION DIRECTOR’S ADDRESS

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER
Dear Chennai Speakers Forum(CSF) members,

NEWSLETTER

It’s an honor and privilege to reach out to you all through the
Club Newsletter. There are lots of Toastmasters in District 82
whom I look up to as my role models and most of them are from
CSF.
CSF has achieved 6 DCP Points within 3 months into the year
and I am sure you will achieve 10 DCP Points. CSF
collaborated with CCC, Area D5 club, for a combined meeting.
Every event, Division OTP, Area Contest, Division Extended
Team, Decibel - Division D Semi Annual Conference, CSF
members support is incredible.
In order to keep the legacy of the club, we need every member
to focus on their Educational goals in Toastmasters Journey.
Request you all to focus on your Educational goals and
complete it successfully.
Looking forward for a great year ahead

Regards
Manikandan B
(Division Director)
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NOTHING VENTURED NOTHING GAINED

 Venture Out

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

NEWSLETTER
–DTM Saro Velrajan

How many times have you taken a risk in your life and failed?! Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of the
social media company Facebook says “The biggest risk is not taking any risk… In a world that
changes really quickly, the only strategy that is guaranteed to fail is not taking risks”.
Let me admit it. I had never taken a huge risk until I finished my
college. In fact, I had never ventured out to try something new, until
I joined my first job at HCL technologies. I always signed up for
something only when I can see the end result clearly. The year
2002 put an end to my risk-free life. That was the year after the
9/11 attacks and the dotcom crash. US President Bush’s
administration was planning to launch a war against Iraq any time.
US economy was at an all-time low and going through a recession.
I was in a well-paid job in HCL Technologies. But, I decided to quit
HCL and look for opportunities in US because of not getting
promoted at HCL. My family members asked me “Why do you want
to go to US when the condition there is very uncertain?”. My friends
were asking me “Saro! You are in a well-paid job and in a good
position. If you leave now, and come back later, you may not have the same respect and influence
here. Why do you want to take an unnecessary risk?”. I was in a very confused state and asked
myself “Should I leave the golden goose? Should I leave my comfort zone? Should I move out of my
cheese factory?”. After some serious thought, I decided to take the plunge. I got an offer from a start
up in US. But, the unfortunate part was, the company had hardly 6 months of funding left-over. My
friends warned me “Saro! You are looking at the light at the end of the tunnel. But what we see is a
train coming in the opposite direction”.
Despite the warnings, I took the risk. I booked my tickets and flew to US. When Kannagi and Kovalan
tried to enter the famous Temple City Madurai, the flags on the fort waved their hands fast alerting
them not to enter the city. But, despite the alert they boldly stepped into the city. I had the same
feeling when I landed in US. I heard horror stories of people leaving their home, car and belongings
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and moving out of the country due to the economic situation. The commercial buildings were empty
and the IT corridor in Silicon Valley looked like a ghost town. When all the inmates of a burning
house were running out, the fireman boldly walks into the house. I imagined myself as the fireman.
I joined the start-up in US and worked
hard
for nearly CLUB
6 months.NUMBER
Like my friends rightly predicted,
CLUB
NAME,
the light at the end of the tunnel turned out to be a train coming fast in the opposite direction. The
company that I joined shut its doors in 6 months. One fine morning, our CEO called for an all-hands
meeting and gave pink
slips to nearly 60+ employees working for that startup. I was in the job market with just 6 months US
experience. I hardly received any calls from potential employers. Thankfully, the founders of my old
startup formed another new startup and I was among the first few employees to onboard the team.
I spent a solid 3 years in that startup, learning a multitude of skills such as full products development,
handling customers and doing product demonstrations/trainings. I also completed my part time MBA
in the meantime. Around the same time, I joined a well-established company Redback Networks,
which got acquired by Ericsson. After spending 4 years in US, I decided to plan my return to India. I
took the opportunity to travel to nearly 32 states in US over a 2 years’ period. Those travels opened
up the doors for many newer learning’s and experiences. After meeting all of my monetary goals, I
decided to return to India in 2009. Now, I am happily settled in India with my family.

NEWSLETTER

Lucius, a famous roman philosopher once said “It’s not because things are difficult that we dare not
venture. It’s because we dare not venture that they are difficult”. If I hadn’t ventured out to US in
2002, I wouldn’t have had the exposure that I have currently. Living in US for 6 years not only filled
my pockets, but also brought-in a number of good things into my life. For example, I got introduced
to a wonderful group of people called Toastmasters in US. Joining Toastmasters helped me to
develop book reading and blogging habits. Today, I strongly believe that “If you have a dream,
pursue that. If you have a passion, give it a try. If you want to venture out, venture out now!”
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 Take The First Step…

CLUB NAME, CLUB
NUMBER
-TM Rajesh
Natarajan

NEWSLETTER

It was a breezy December winter of 2008; I stepped into Ruby hall for my first toastmasters meeting.
Excitement and Exuberance was palpable. Like a novice I sat in the seat next to the door so that I
could leave the place whenever I feel like. That meeting started with prepared speeches. For the
first time in my life, I experienced what eloquent speaking mean. The speakers were phenomenal.
The rich English vocabulary, skillful organization of thoughts and the word usage that had the power
to trigger the emotions of audience like me. I told myself, “I can never speak like this”. After the
meeting an old lady walked up to me and asked my experience of meeting.
I had the usual words of appreciation. “So are you joining
toastmasters”, she quipped.
I told her how I can never speak so well like the speakers did.
I resisted joining.
She said, “Take the first step..”
I couldn’t say no to her and so I registered to become a
member.
I didn’t do a speech for 4 months. I preferred to sit in the last
row, clap for other speakers and taste the delicious snacks
The old lady asked again, “When are you giving your speech?”
I told her how much I dreaded to write a script, practice and
speak in front of the audience for it would be my worst nightmare.
She said, “Take the first step..”
She helped me write the speech, rehearse and motivated me to ease through the 6 minutes of my
speech. At the end of the meeting, she nudged me to prepare for the humorous speech contest.
“You must be joking mam. I just completed my CC 1 and I’m not humorous”
She said, “Take the first step..”
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She helped me write humorous script, reviewed it, refined it and helped me deliver the speech in the
contest. That is how I went on to win the first runner up in District Humorous speech contest.
Are you afraid of public speaking?
CLUB
Are you afraid of contesting in a contest?
Do you doubt your own abilities?

NAME, CLUB NUMBER

NEWSLETTER

Toastmasters, I have only one thing to say, “Take the first step.” Every time I took the first step, I
discovered how I could become a good speaker, how I could influence others and how I could
become a better person that what I was yesterday.
There is a magic in taking the first step. You don’t have to know how things will work out. Just take
the first step, the universe will conspire to make your dreams come true.
“Take the First step, you don’t have to see the entire staircase” - Martin Luther King
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 Nothing Ventured Nothing Gained

-TMNUMBER
Janani K Raman
CLUB NAME, CLUB

NEWSLETTER

King Lear or more specifically Shakespeare quoted this, centuries ago but stands relevant to all of
us even today. Years ago, Christopher Columbus could have comfortably sat in Europe and he
wouldn’t have discovered America in his quest to find India. I could go on with many instances of the
same. We hear of all the folks who took the risk and succeeded but not the thousands others who
failed. Those thousands are the ones we don’t want to get bracketed under and hence like to stick
to our comfort zone.
Toastmasters can’t guarantee you will be that one
or the thousand, but can hedge the risk of failure as
you get out of your comfort zone and prepare for
the world out there. A meeting is a safe environment
where you can push yourself and try to fail. That
means you are getting out of your comfort zone but
there is a safety mat right under with a roomful of
folks sitting there to help you as they provide
constructive feedback to help you improve. Life out
there might not get you that many chances, but in a
Toastmasters meeting, fail and fail again because
that means you are trying something new and
learning a lot more.
If you are not leveraging that, you aren’t getting any
value as you already know your strengths if you
continue sticking to them. This is an opportunity to
work on your perceived weaknesses and work on
improving them. Take a post-it, write down two
things you always hear you need to work on and take up speeches / projects that focus on those
areas and take a check point at the end of next Toastmasters Season After all, nothing ventured,
nothing gained.
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 Toastmasters as Tirumala Temple

CLUB NAME, CLUB -TM
NUMBER
Nagaraju

NEWSLETTER

When we observe last two decades of world closely, we may fear about how the world is running
fast. My life was very light until I was promoted as a Sr. Finance associate. Hence, I realized taking
position is not an easy task. We need to fight ourselves along with the others in terms of updating
our skills. Our knowledge will be scrap if we cannot express what we are thinking, in spite of having
good knowledge. Communication plays major role for expressing our thoughts.
Toastmaster is a right platform to overcome our speaking
weakness. I personally feel that Toastmaster is like
Tirumala temple queue, if you stand in this queue, People
themselves will push you forward though if you cannot move
forward in this queue. You just need to stand in this queue
to move forward.
Six months back, my thoughts are closely running to our
theme nothing ventured, nothing gained. At that time, I
found Toastmasters is a right place to overcome our
speaking weakness. Finally, I did choose CSF after
enquiring many clubs. As a guest, I was given a topic by TT
master at my first present in CSF and I came to know that I
am in a right place because I really appreciate the format
which is designed in toastmaster meetings like prepared speech, table topic contest as well
evaluation sessions which will give chance to everyone to develop fearless speech. By this one will
come to know where they are lacking by and evaluation and tips by our mentor
I have been with Toastmaster for almost seven months by this time and learnt a lot especially when
event occurs. Still I have a little jealousy by seeing all members that how they are balancing time for
Toastmasters along with their professional and personal lives. That is why timer role is created in
Toastmaster meeting it seems.
Finally became an Excomm member as SAA for our CSF family However, waiting for future
programs with Toastmasters for better career with the help of all our CSF members as well as
mentors. I am grateful to have this wonderful opportunity provided by CSF
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 Step Out

Farhan Ahmed
CLUB NAME, CLUB-TM
NUMBER

NEWSLETTER

“If you want something you have never had, you must be willing to do something you have never
done.”
These words were said by Thomas Jefferson and they hold true even till date and will hold gravity
till time immemorial. There are lots of people, who venture towards unexplored horizons to achieve
something big in their life. Let me teleport you to the year 1879. This is the year when the electric
bulb was invented by Thomas Alva Edison. Do you know that Edison failed innumerable, number of
times before he created the light bulb? If Edison had not failed, he might not have lit up a revolution
and might not have become one of the greatest inventors of all times. He said, “I have not failed- I
have just found 1,000 ways that won’t work.”
Similar to this a student must work hard for a considerable length
of time to attain a proper qualification. He cannot buy the books and
sit and relax and think that he will attain a qualification. A person
who sits idle and does nothing, wastes his own time. The great
inventors have achieved so much only by laboring for years and
taking the initiative to discover something new with a common
objective. So if we take strenuous efforts we can succeed or we
cannot gain anything if we do not take efforts.
I would like to state a famous quote said by the famous Astronaut
Neil Armstrong, that is, "That's one small step for man, one giant
leap for mankind". Armstrong was a famous American Astronaut
and the first man to walk on the moon. If not for him we would have never got to know about all the
intricate details about the moon surface, it was that initiative and effort taken by him to explore the
moon and travel that far risking his life, by sheer passion and determination to explore the moon.
So all of us should take efforts to get the results we want. Otherwise, we would end up achieving
nothing and our future will be bleak. We have to strive hard with lots of determination and passion
which will produce the expected results. The humankind has seen many such people who have left
behind their foot prints of many achievements.
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GALLERY

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

NEWSLETTER
Winners of Club Level
Humorous Speech Contest
(From Left to Right)
1. TM Sidharth
2. TM Rajesh Natrajan
3. TM Rajesh Velpandian

Winners of Club Level
Evaluation Speech Contest
(From Left to Right)
1. TM Rajesh Natrajan
2. TM Archana
3. TM Sidharth
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CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER
Chennai Speakers Forum264th Meeting

NEWSLETTER
Educational Session on
Humorous Speech by TM
Shyam Raj

Contest Experience:
Firstly what I now know to be true is that a contest is no
cake walk. When you know your competition is coming
up it can be quite scary. First to give your own club vs
giving a speech at the area or any level higher is like the
difference between giving a speech in front of your
family and giving a speech in front of the whole wide
world. I have been at the area contest before when I
came third at the ISC contest, 2 years back, all I kept
telling was God get me through.
But then I looked around and I told myself that
everyone around me had worked so hard for it as well. I
saw TM Marigatham, TM Ganesh and TMRaghavan, it
really didn't matter after I saw them perform. I was just
feeling so honored to be there and happy I took the shot
and participated. The only thing I can say is take the
shot, participate at your club, experiment. Celebrate
being alive at every moment and miracles will happen!
-TM Archana
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CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

NEWSLETTER
First Runner up of Area Level
Humorous Speech Contest
AND
Second Runner up of
Evaluation contest
TM Sidharth

WINNER of Area Level
Humorous Speech Contest
TM Rajesh Natarajan
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CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

NEWSLETTER
WINNER of Division
DHumorous Speech Contest
TM Rajesh Natarajan

CSF Outdoor Meeting at
Semmozhi Poonga
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 Nothing Ventured Nothing Gained

-TM Sidharth

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

NEWSLETTER

CC Manual completed, CL Manual completed, but every time I’m called on stage to deliver a
prepared speech or a Table Topic, a shiver runs down my spine and I’m petrified at the sight of an
expectant audience that’s ready to listen to me. The words get clogged in my throat, and I fail to
deliver my speech to the desired level of perfection. Why does this happen? Have I been here for
too long? Has my growth stagnated?
It is quite natural that we lose interest in various
ventures after sustained exposure and regular
participation. We slowly tend to divert our attention
and look for other activities that might interest us.
Boredom is inevitable and Toastmasters is no
exception to this principle. After spending a year or
more as a Toastmaster, one could feel a sense of
emptiness and lack of satisfaction in the learning
experience. It might be monotony or certain personal
reasons.
Most of us Toastmasters limit this platform to
performing meeting roles and delivering speeches,
and assume that the summit has been scaled. But,
how many of us have cared to take part in a club level
contest and progress to further levels? There is
always a shred of self-doubt and diffidence that
makes us feel apprehensive about taking part in a speech contest. It could be the fear of failure or
the fear of trying something new and being embarrassed publicly.
The best way to track one’s progress as a Toastmaster is to shed our inhibitions and take part in the
speech contest. There’s no better way to measure our ability and confidence levels. It was a moment
of immense pride to watch many of CSF’s newly joined members taking part in the club level
Evaluation contest. The moment each of our members step out of their comfort zone and begin to
contest, they gain a wealth of knowledge and experience.
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The few minutes on stage as a contestant are undoubtedly the most exhilarating ones in a
Toastmaster’s journey. The palpable tension, excitement and competitive spirit add to the overall
feel of the contest season.

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

The contest day also happens to be the day when we strive hard to be at our personal best. While
the results of the contest are limited to 3 winners, it is the club and the member that eventually gains
in the long run.

NEWSLETTER

Competitive scenarios bring out the latent talent of our members and are a unique opportunity to
showcase oratorical craft and finesse. Participants develop camaraderie with their fellow contestants
and eventually grow into better mentors who have an astute understanding of the art of contesting
and judging.
Inhibitions and impediments are built-in to the seat of the human psyche, but it is imperative that we
step out of our comfort zone and break free from the metaphorical shells that encapsulate us. It is
our duty as members to take charge of our self-development by making optimum use of the
opportunities. Set your sights and take a shot at the upcoming International Speech and Table
Topics Contest, in early 2018. Contesting is less of a venture and more of an adventure. Are we
game for it?
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 Nothing Ventured Nothing Learnt

-TM Sowmya J
CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER
Nothing ventured, nothing gained is pretty much like saying humans need oxygen to breathe – It’s
an obvious truth!

NEWSLETTER

Until we give something a try, we would all be living in the figment of imagination, where we most
probably would be failing at that something.

I started my IT career with an application value maintenance
project, where I never had the scope to code, all I got to do
was data fixes and job reruns. I always used to envy my
friends who got deployed into development projects, where
the actual coding skills can be put to great use. A day came
when I had the opportunity to venture into development
project, but there was huge fear lurking in me and I kept asking
myself "what if I perform bad?" ,"what will happen to my best
performer image?". At the same time, the urge to be called an
application developer was over powering.
So I got into a development project, where the first few days
were difficult, but after some time and effort, I started
performing on par with experienced developers and this gave
a new boost of confidence and also thought me the lesson on
how fear could hinder one from experiencing a new sense of
achievement.
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 Nothing Ventured Nothing Gained

-TM Karthick Dhandapani

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

How many of us had or have a thought of doing something new?

NEWSLETTER

How many of us ventured and gave it a try irrespective of the results?

The Feeling to do something new or something we like is always inside
us. Not everyone is lucky to pursue what they like. It takes time, clarity,
preparation and fair amount of luck to do something breaking the
shackles of the ritual. I would like to cite Elon Musk as an example here.
On December 17, 2016 while stuck in traffic, Musk tweeted "Am going to
build a tunnel boring machine and just start digging..."
The company was named 'The Boring Company'.
On January 21, 2017, Musk tweeted "Exciting progress on the tunnel
front. Plan to start digging in a month or so."
He is part of many companies which covers a wide range of industries such as Software, Space,
Transportation, Automobiles to name a few. The real time issues which we daily face were the fodders for
his involvement across industries which aided him to start his own ventures as well as partner many more.
He had his own share of Failures and setbacks but never did he compromise it on his attitude to keep
innovating across industries.
Yes, we do have our limitations, restrictions and responsibility, But, we have to develop a habit of positive
thinking and work towards our goal which will provide us with volume of Learning’s and experiences.
Even Toastmasters happened to us since we were ready to Venture into it. No one forced us to be here
and nothing could be of better example than 'Us Being here'. There are few takings to help you venture into
new things 1.) Have a realistic goal
2.) Be with the group which has similar motives as you are. It will act as a catalyst and a symbiotic
relationship is always good.
3.) Keep yourself updated on the latest trends in the area of your interest.
4.) Mentors act as a Guide. Choose them wisely and don’t hesitate to ask help when needed.
5.) Take one step at a time. Have a schedule or Time map and stick to it.
As a famous saying goes 'Nothing is as painful as following a ritual'.Keep venturing into areas of your
interest with a sportive attitude.
If at all you don’t get anything, you will gain Experience which will make you wiser.
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 The first step is always the hardest

CLUB NAME, CLUB
-TMNUMBER
Pravin Kothari

NEWSLETTER

What stops us from taking the first step? What de-motivates us from believing our dreams? What
prevents us from saying a yes, saying what our heart wills and then we switch to the rather obvious
answer, ‘no’?
No is because of the fear to be ridiculed, the fear to be criticized, the fear of what people will think,
the fear of what will hold for us if we take the step forward, the fear to not be able to handle failure.
We all do not want to come out of our comfort zone. We like the daily routine and don’t want to
deviate from that.
What we fail to understand is it’s ok to fail, it’s ok to get rejected, its ok to fall, only then we can rise.
But if we do not fall then there is no scope to rise. We stop learning, we hit the wall and stop
dreaming.
I want to share a decision that I took. I followed football day-in and day-out. However, I didn’t
understand the tactics that well and always felt left behind of the
conversations, articles and the happenings. Someone suggested
me, the best way to understand tactics is to play the game. But I
always was reluctant because of my lanky stature, I feared getting
over-powered on the field by the better built players. I also feared
that how an amateur who hardly knew to kick the ball can manage
that.
I did not care and geared up for the first day of training. All of us lined
up and ready for the warm-up session and just after 500 meters of
running, I couldn’t continue. I was breathing heavily. I was not able
run anymore. My body was giving up on me and I collapsed. All the
players on the field laughed at me, mocked me, criticized me. They left no stone unturned to make
fun of me.
Fellow readers, what would you have done, go train tomorrow again to prove the critics wrong, ready
to hear the mouthful you will be receiving or just give-up and live the routine life. Yes, I went again
but nothing changed. I did this for 20 days but the criticisms never stopped. One fine day, after the
session, I sat in one corner of the ground, head down, crying. I was thinking of never coming to the
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field again. That is when my coach walks to me and says, ‘you know one good thing about you, you
never give-up. I want players of such attitude in my team who when the team is in the hands of
failure is willing to fight and doesn’t bother losing if they are giving their best, giving their very very
NAME,
CLUB
best’. He said, ‘Kothari, whateverCLUB
decision you
take now
wouldn’t NUMBER
matter to me, but always listen to
your heart’. From next day, I trained extra hours, trained in the morning and evening. I reached the
field early and was the last one to leave. I finally broke into the team.

NEWSLETTER

What I gained is more than knowing to how to kick the ball, I learnt I should never give up, never
stop venturing into what I am passionate about. Fellow readers, if you don’t follow what your heart
wants then think again, this is one chance that life has possibly given you and without venturing into
that, you will gain nothing but a life which others demand out of you and not what you desire, not
what you wish to live.
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 What is your return on investment?
-TM Karthikeyan

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER
(This is not about finance but you)

NEWSLETTER

“Mutual Fund investments are subjected to market risks. Please read the scheme information and
other related documents before investing”
How many times you have heard this in a zooooming fast express speed?

Have you ever wondered is there any investment plan in world which is risk free and can take you
to greater heights where you can spend money without thinking about price tag any more ?
I have wondered whether I can find such
schemes until I stumbled upon a concept called
as
“the
rule
of
10000
hours“. Malcolm Gladwell who authored a book
called as “Outliers” mentioned that if you invest
10000 hours of practice in anything then you will
become master of it.
If you want to become better athlete practice it for
10000 hours, if want to become better author
practice writing for 10000 hours.
If you closely observe highly paying job’s
advertisement or job post, they specifically
mention minimum eligibility criteria as 5+ years of
experience. Do you wonder why it is so? 5 years
is equal to 260 weeks. Considering 40hours of work week by 5 years, you may have done 10000
hours work and will have required expertise in that subject.
Practice makes men/women/human/anyone better!
When you wake up early in any Sunday morning to visit CSF club meeting, you are not spending
your morning at CSF, you are actually investing your time and effort.
When it comes to toastmasters your investment of your time gets you better return by honing your
skills. I started my toastmasters journey in 2014, I was software engineer then. Currently I have
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completed at least 30 speeches in toastmasters and I am working as Senior PS consultant in one of
the reputed organization.
From my personal experience I CLUB
can draw NAME,
correlation between
career growth curve and hours
CLUBmyNUMBER
spend on honing my communication/leadership skills.
My dear friend and fellow toastmasters!

NEWSLETTER

Do you invest your time wisely? Every single speaking opportunity in this forum matters. Every single
leadership role you take matters.
It is not you spending your time and effort in toastmasters, it is actually you investing your time and
effort in developing skills!
Ask yourself these questions, it will you to understand whether you are committed to develop your
skills.
Am I preparing and delivering my speeches regularly in toastmasters?
Am I using opportunity presented to me?
Am I making use of this forum to fullest of its potential?
My dear friends invest your time in your self-growth and get best dividends/returns for your
investments!
Disclaimer:
“CSF and Toastmasters time investments are subject to your commitment. Please read the manual
information and other resources available in toastmasters before you come to toastmasters meeting”
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 Sell Yourself

-TM Arun Kumar

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

Toastmasters journey prepares you to become an effective salesperson. When you participate in
your club Excomm election, you sell yourself to your club members knowingly or unknowingly. To
become a member of executive committee, you definitely need to sell yourself in front of your club
members. Selling yourself starts very much earlier than the election time. Through every interaction
you keep with someone in your club, you let others form opinion about you. Even when you deliver
your speech, take a role-play in club meeting or in any contests or training, it also allows others to
form opinions about you. When it comes to Toastmasters, you don’t actually sell any product, but
rather you sell your ideas, the brand Toastmasters, your club and eventually events and the
conferences. The incentive that you get for successfully selling in Toastmasters, is not monetary,
but for instance it may be you getting elected for Excomm position, getting new member into the club
or promoting any event or conference and receiving registrations from members.

NEWSLETTER

As you become VP-Membership, you tend to brief guests about
Toastmasters, features and benefits of becoming club member
and finally you influence the guests to become members of
Toastmasters. It tests your current level of sales skills and also
you receive feedback formally or informally on where you lag
behind as a sales person. From then, you focus on the skills
that you need to improve in order to effectively add new
members to the club. This, in turn, makes you prospective sales
executive for any company in the world.
As VP-Education, you have greater influence in the
communication and leadership journey of every individual in the
club. It happens by convincing him/her to take role plays during
the meeting, giving speeches, taking educational sessions, taking roles in the contests and various
other conferences. Your role, as VPE, will be to understand the members and his/her needs to
become better communicator or leader and hence you can influence him/her to take active part in
the weekly meetings.
Let us look at some skills that an effective sales person requires. They include effective listening,
time management, objection handling, and rapport building. Effective listening helps to understand
the members’ needs and wants, and serve them as effective as possible. You learn time
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management by organizing meetings as TMOD; time management helps in conveying the message
in as short time as possible so that the objective in any conversation is achieved in timely manner.

CLUB NAME,
CLUB
NUMBER
A member may be interested in organizing
a conference
or taking
a simple role play in the weekly
meeting. At the same time, he/she may have certain objections; as VPE, if you don’t handle them
effectively, you may miss the opportunity of the person organizing the conference or even a weekly
meeting. Similarly, the way you build rapport with other members in the club paves long way for
becoming successful Toastmaster.

NEWSLETTER

As you see, every experience in Toastmasters creates ways for learning various skills required for
becoming an effective sales person.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY CSF

CLUB NAME,
CLUB
NUMBER
It has been
six years
since our

club has started
providing Toastmastering to our members. In this
Journey, We have produced so many amazing
speakers and leaders who have made CSF proud at
all levels. Having been a member of this club for the
past 3 years and as a president, I feel proud and
privileged to be a part of this club. There are many
memories I have shared with this club, to name a fewOur club’s 250 meeting, Outdoor meeting at
Semmozhi Poonga. At this juncture, I want to thank
all the past office bearers of this club who have led
this club in its six glorious years of journey. Also, I
want to express my gratitude to the charter members
of our club who are still supporting our club like pillarsDTM Saro Velrajan, TM Pravin Mani and TM Vivekanandan.

NEWSLETTER

I wish CSF to continue its journey of excellence through its service in the coming years as well.
Happy birthday CSF!!!

- TM Shriram Shridhar
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New Joiner’s Speak
1.WHY TOASTMASTERS?

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

 I am well-prepared rather than extemporaneous. If I am given an instant topic, I have found
myself fumble many times. But, I can get better with practice and proper guidance. That's
why toastmasters

NEWSLETTER
- TM Diwakar

 I believe toastmasters provides a good platform to know myself well and improve my
confidence.
– TM Jeyaram

2.WHY CSF?
 I feel CSF is one of the best toastmasters’ club in Chennai because it not only helps you to
grow your communication and public speaking skills, but it also helps you to grow your
leadership skills. Help you grow and improve as an individual.
– TM Farhan
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 CSF is a very young club. And that is reflected in the energy level at the club. I believed that,
CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER
being part of a young club, I will get more opportunities to grow as an individual. Another
factor that swayed me towards joining CSF was the fact that they gave all the guests who
attended the club meetings, an opportunity to speak, which was different from the other
clubs I had visited. Additionally, the CSF club Excoms was very enthusiastic and
encouraging in welcoming new members.

NEWSLETTER
-TM Nikhil

3. HOW DID YOU GET TO KNOW ABOUT CSF? AND HOW DID YOU GET IN TOUCH
WITH CSF?
 My friend told about me about Toastmaster. So through Toastmaster website, I got to know
about CSF.
And through WhatsApp guest group. I have been constantly in touch with CSF.
– TM Vigneswaran

4. WHEN YOU ATTENDED MEETINGS AS A GUEST, HOW WERE YOU WELCOMED?
DID YOU FEEL COMFORTABLE?
 Yes, I had a very good experience as a guest.
– TM Mugilan
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5.DO YOU FEEL TOASTM ASTERS CAN HELP YOU IN SHAPING YOUR CAREER?
WHY?

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER

 Yes definitely, it makes me to come out of my boundary and makes me to try different
things.

NEWSLETTER
– TM Udhayakumar

 TM is giving me a platform to practice and practice ... with constructive criticisms and
mentorship guidance. This should enhance my communication skills, body language, selfconfidence, leadership roles. If all these are met it will definitely help me to express my ideas
articulately and bring the best out of me and my career.

– TM Riya Edwina

6. WHAT ARE THE HIGHLIGHTS OF YOUR EXPERIENCES SO FAR? AND HOW'S IT
BEEN GOING. WAS IT A GOOD LEARNING EXPERIENCE?
 Taking the role of contest chair I did get a lot of experience and special thanks to my club
president and VP
- TM Venkat

 Each session I would walk in thinking what I could I possibly learn new about effective
communication but I leave the meeting wondering how little of it I know. With an audience of
mixed age groups and diverse professional backgrounds, CSF is a truly enriching
environment. At my very first session as guest, I was asked to do a table topic. To my surprise,
I did in fact pull it off well.
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Honestly, I never thought I was quite good at impromptu speeches. This realization wouldn't
have been possible without the motivation and support given by my fellow toastmasters.
Kudos to them!

CLUB
NAME,where
CLUB
Such is the experience here
at toastmasters
they'llNUMBER
make you realize your potential.
However, the only regret I have so far is that the meeting is conducted only for two hours.
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– TM Karthikeyan Gopinath
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CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER
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CROSSWORD
Across

Down

CLUB NAME,
CLUB NUMBER
3. They generally do not abide by the law
1.enclose (something) in or as if in a capsule
4. First man on moon!
6. He is a success because he ______ it!

NEWSLETTER
2. We are all here to improve our ______ skills
5. Lord Venkatesha’s home

10. You should have this with your manager to win
that bonus!

7. All _____ are subject to market risks.

11. Get out of your ______ and take that first step!

9. Millennials go to thing – self ________

12. He will be the first man to take us to Mars

14. Involves a lot of hard work

13. The most watched sport on the planet

Hint: All the above words are from this Newsletter
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LAST THREE MONTHS – WORD OF THE DAY

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER
Date
WOD
2-Jul-17
Panacea
9-Jul-17 Resplendent
16-JulOnerous
17
23-JulEpic
17
30-JulAplomb
17
6-AugIota
17
13-AugStrive
17
20-AugEquanimity
17
3-SepMeritorious
17
17-SepZeal
17
24-SepForte
17
1-Oct-17

minimalism

NEWSLETTER
Meaning
A solution for all the problems
Shining brilliantly
Troublesome
Heroic or grand in scale or character
Self-confidence or assurance, especially in a
demanding situation
An extremely small amount
Make great efforts to achieve or obtain something
Calmness and composure especially in a difficult
situation
Deserving reward or praise
great energy or enthusiasm in pursuit of a cause or an
objective
A thing at which someone excels
deliberate lack of decoration or adornment in style or
design
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INTERESTED IN CHENNAI SPEAKER’S FORUM?

CLUB NAME, CLUB NUMBER
CONTACT
•

NEWSLETTER

Shriram Sridhar, President, CSF
Email - shriram.sakuntala@gmail.com
Mobile: +91 9790940529

•

Akshay Ramachandram, VP – Membership, CSF
Email - akshayram9491@gmail.com
Mobile: +91 9884883175

TIMINGS
Sundays – 9:45 am to 12 pm
LOCATION

Club Number: 02009282, District 82, Area D3
Trust Conference Hall
Near Alliance Française
26/39, College Road, Subba Road Avenue, Nungambakkam Chennai, TN 600008 India
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